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Pooja Mujumdar brings to you a compendium of India’s ‘wild’ wealth and creative expressions by reviewing two books 
that are sure to be the ultimate centrepieces and conversation starters.

Chronicling

Wealth

India is home to more than 
89,000 species of wild 
animals, 1,200 species of 
birds and 2,500 species  
of fish.

W e review two coffee-table books 
illustrated with stunning photographs. 

One celebrates the splendour and diversity 
of India’s natural history and the other 
documents the early decades of Bombay 
cinema.

TrackIng The 
TIger 
author: Bob rupani
Photography: 
Dhritiman Mukherjee 
© Jaguar Land rover 
Limited 2014
Publisher: rupani 
Media
Price: R2,500
Pages: 144

India’s

InTerWOven 
WITh The IMages 
Is InfOrMaTIve 
TexT On The 
hIsTOry Of each 
TIger reserve 
as WeLL as The 
ecOLOgy anD 
cOnservaTIOn 
Of The anIMaLs 
hOuseD WIThIn 
ITs BOunDarIes.

With a book jacket beautifully adorned with 
the image of a tiger, rolling muscles beneath 
his furry, striped coat, and a title that names 
the magnificent animal, it is easy to assume 
that Bob rupani’s Tracking the Tiger chronicles 
the tiger population of the country. Written 
in association with Jaguar Land rover, the 
book, however, is a visually striking evidence 
of something that is more encompassing of 
India’s biodiversity. seen through the lens of 
wildlife photographer Dhritiman Mukherjee, 
Tracking the Tiger not only showcases  
the glorious tiger but also the diversity and 
beauty of the animals sharing the tiger’s 
domain across 13 of India’s most well-known 
tiger reserves. 

The narrative is by auto journalist and wildlife 
enthusiast Bob rupani, who accompanied 
Mukherjee on several excursions to tiger reserves 
including those at Bandhavgarh, corbett, kanha, 
kaziranga, nagarhole, Pench, ranthambore 
and the sunderbans. The natural history of 
this extraordinarily diverse region is marked by 
dramatic extremes of climate and terrain, and 
you are sure to see the transition in weather 
in the images too. not surprising, considering 
the duo’s journey began at the corbett  
Tiger reserve in 2013 in the hot month of april, 
before progressing through regular wildlife 
safaris to the monsoon month of June and 
later the cool, wintry months of October and 
november. 



were noted figures in their time but often 
forgotten by subsequent generations.  

apart from being the setting of a photographic 
journey of early hindi cinema, filmi Jagat 
also has a selection of illustrated exploratory 
essays by the academics kaushik Bhaumik 
and Debashree Mukherjee. 
 
The photographs ensconced within the 
pages of the book also mirror the social 
transformations, cultural transformations and 

new trends that had surfaced on late colonial 
India’s public sphere. In his foreword, shyam 
Benegal, film director and scriptwriter, sums 
this up perfectly: “filmi Jagat is not merely 
a nostalgic ode to yesterday’s passionate 
style or voice but the intuitive and creative 
acumen of its compiler who stands for the 
general viewer in the era of the early Talkies, 
mesmerised by the power of the moving image 
(and their stills) to interpret socio-political 
events.”

gender stereotypes are consistent as is 
evident; the men are portrayed as strong 
and masculine, while women are shown as 
helpless, pure and chaste with the occasional 
seductress thrown in. a change in the 
public’s perception of women though, is 
gradually seen in posters and cutouts over the 
subsequent pages, revealing a swashbuckling 
princess in disguise, wielding a sword, or the 
urbane Brahmin beauty, Devika rani, playing 
the doe-eyed heroine in a village romance. 

One of the first publications to volunteer a 
catalogue of early hindi cinema to readers, filmi 
Jagat will compel readers to interpret the photos 
in their own way, and understand the cultural 
kaleidoscope that is Indian cinema. 

The book, through the 
posters and cutouts in its 
pages, gradually shows the 
change in public perception 
of women from being 
helpless to becoming strong 
personalities.

doe lovingly licking its fawn at Bandhavgarh, 
rose-ringed parakeets playing with each other 
at kaziranga or a sambar wearing a garland 
of ferns at the nagarhole tiger reserve. 

Interwoven with the images is informative text 
on the history of each tiger reserve as well as 
the ecology and conservation of the animals 
housed within its boundaries. for one, did you 
know that the last white tiger in Bandhavgarh 
was captured by Maharaja Martand singh 
of rewa in 1951 and was named Mohan? 
The white tigers residing in all other zoos are 
actually descendants of this lone, glorious 
animal. Or that the hoolock gibbon, the 
only ape in India, resides at the kaziranga 
national Park? 

aditionally, a mention of the best places to 
see the tiger,  advice on the best time to visit, 
the nearest airport to the area, the locations, 
sights to see and activities to do while visiting 
the area enrich Mukherjee’s renditions, and 
make Tracking the Tiger an enthralling read as 
well as a moving argument for more vigilant 
conservation of nature. 

recipient of the carl Zeiss award for 
conservation, Mukherjee seems to effortlessly 
transform his unabating sense of awe at the 
wildlife and landscape he encounters into 
stunning images. The photos were clicked 
real-time over a span of 50 days, and no 
special permission was sought to visit parts 
of the reserve not accessible to other tourists.  
The slew of photographs evokes a mosaic of 
emotions within the reader, be it from a chital 

fILMI JagaT 
Book: filmi Jagat: a scrapbook (shared 
universe of early hindi cinema)
author: kaushik Bhaumik, Debashree 
Mukherjee, rahaab allana with 
foreword by shyam Benegal 
Publisher: niyogi Books
Price: R995
Pages: 218

Packed with photos of collages and cut-outs of 
film posters, and ads of products as diverse as 
cement and insurance, filmi Jagat documents 
the early decades of ‘Bombay’ cinema in 
a period known as the ‘early Talkies’. The 
photos, derived from a frail scrapbook—
supposedly created by Mangaldas v. Lohana, 
whose name was stamped on several of 
the pages—focuses on the relatively less 
chronicled periods of the Indian cinematic 
past, the onset of a full-blown commodified 
print culture from the 1940s and the major 
directors, stars, writers and composers who 
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